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Freshproposalsaimtosettlerow
overNationalMaternityHospital
Termsincludea299-yearleaseofsiteand
increaseinnumberofpublic-interestdirectors
Hospitalboardapprovedproposal which will
ineffectdoubleduration oforiginallease
ARTHUR BEESLEY
Current Affairs Editor

The State will take control of
the new National Maternity
Hospital (NMH) site for 299
years under fresh proposals to
finally settle the row over its
governance.
An increase in the number of
public interest directors on the
board of the new ¤800 million
hospital is also in prospect as efforts are stepped up to bring
the long dispute to an end.
St Vincent’s Healthcare
Group, owner of the Elm Park

site in south Dublin, last night
said agreements had been
reached with the public authorities to change the terms on
which the new hospital will be
governed. “We are very pleased
to confirm that discussions
have concluded and our proposal of an extended lease and enhanced board representation
have been accepted by the Department of Health and the
NMH board,” a spokeswoman
said in response to questions
from The Irish Times.
The plan to move the National Maternity Hospital from Hol-

les Street in central Dublin to
the St Vincent’s campus has
been in train since 2013 but the
project has been mired in controversy for years.
The Religious Sisters of Charity are due to transfer the ownership of lands at St Vincent’s to
an independent entity, which
was to lease the new maternity
hospital site to the State for 99
years with a 50-year extension.
But critics claimed a Catholic religious ethos would live on, possibly compromising the hospital’s power to carry out services
such as pregnancy termination.
The Government has always
rejected such claims, saying the
new hospital will have operational and clinical independence to deliver all services that
are permitted in the State. Still,
Coalition leaders have expressed disquiet about aspects
of the governance and lease arrangements.
Ministers’ preference was

for the State to buy the site outright but St Vincent’s Healthcare Group said it must retain
ownership “for clinical, governance and operational reasons”.
Awaitsign-off
Now new terms have been settled for the lease of the site and
governance, although they
await final sign-off at Government level. “It’s getting close,”
said one senior participant in
the talks.
At a meeting on Wednesday,
the National Maternity Hospital board gave its approval for a
proposal which will in effect
double the duration of the original lease that was on offer. “The
Health Service Executive will
own the building on a ground
lease of 299 years and there will
be a change to the board composition,” said an informed
source.
The prolonged lease duration and board changes were

confirmed by a second source
briefed on the talks but is understood that the HSE board has
yet to sign off on the plan.
In the new arrangement
there will be three public-interest directors on the board
which will run the hospital, a
change from the proposal to
have only one such director.
The number of St Vincent’s directors on the board will drop
to three from four and the number of directors from the National Maternity Hospital will also
drop to three from four. The result is there will be three directors each representing the public interest, St Vincent’s and the
NMH instead of one for the public interest and four each for St
Vincent’s the NMH.
The change to board representation is in keeping with concerns highlighted in recent
months by Taoiseach Micheál
Martin and Tánaiste Leo Varadkar. Mr Martin has insisted

Garda investigation into abuse has closed
ly disabled adults, between
2003 and 2016 at the Sean
O’Hare unit and the Ard Gréine
Court complex in Stranorlar,
Co Donegal.
The unpublished report,
from the National Independent
Review Panel (NIRP), completed in August 2020, found “devastating” abuse had been perpetrated on mainly non-verbal
adults by another resident, who
is given the pseudonym “Brandon” in the report, with the “full
knowledge of staff and manage-

ment”. These included molestation, entering residents’ beds at
night, exposing himself, prolonged and loud masturbation
close to residents, and possibly
rape. Brandon was discharged
in 2016 and died last year in a
nursing home.
None of the victims’ families
were told about the abuse until
December 2018, by which time
at least one of the victims had
died.
The report notes gardaí told
the review team in February
2020 an investigation was ongoing into “allegations of sexual
abuse of patients” in the centre,
and “also into the alleged withholding of information on the
sexual abuse of patients by staff
employed by the HSE”.

The HSE said last week it had
been requested by gardaí on October 14th, to delay publication
of the 67-page report, while
gardaí completed their investigations. In a statement to The
Irish Times this week, the Garda said it submitted an investigation file to the DPP in August
2021 “who has directed ‘no prosecution’ in this case”. The Garda said it could not comment on
the draft executive summary
the contents of which it “has
not yet had the opportunity to
respond to the HSE on” nor
could it comment on the content of the substantive report as
it had “not seen its contents”.
A Garda spokesman said the
case was closed unless further
evidence warranted it being reo-

pened. A HSE spokesman said
it understood the complainant
in this case had 28 days to appeal the DPP decision.
Minister of State for Disabilities, Anne Rabbitte, who was
not provided with the report until July and only after referring
in the Dáil to the HSE’s “repeated refusal” to let her have a
copy, has reiterated her call for
the full report to be published.
Families of Brandon’s victims
who have spoken to The Irish
Times also want the full report
published. The HSE said it will
publish only the 13-page executive summary.
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DPP instructs no prosecutions over alleged
sexual assaults at Donegal care home
KITTY HOLLAND
Social Affairs Correspondent

A Garda investigation into prolonged sexual abuse at a
HSE-run disability centre in Co
Donegal has closed, potentially
clearing the way for publication
of a damning report into the
case within weeks.
The Director of Public Prosecutions has instructed there
should be no prosecution in relation to 108 alleged sexual assaults on at least 18 intellectual-
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there can be no semblance or
even perception of religious influence in the new hospital. At
one point in recent months the
Taoiseach said he had not ruled
out placing a compulsory purchase order on the site but he
also warned such action could
jeopardise the entire project.
Similarly, Mr Varadkar has
guaranteed that abortion, IVF
and other procedures contrary
to Catholic ethos will be carried
out in the new hospital.
Critics of the lease arrangement include Dr Peter Boylan,
former master of the NMH,
who has questioned “unverified assurances” about the services the new hospital would
provide.
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Higgins
declines NI
event with
queen
ARTHUR BEESLEY

President Michael D Higgins
has declined an invitation to
attend a church service with
Queen Elizabeth marking
Northern Ireland’s centenary and the partition of the
island.
The service in the coming
weeks in Armagh is being organised by the leaders of the
main Christian churches,
who had anticipated that Mr
Higgins would take part as
head of the State.
“The President is not in a
position to attend the ceremony you mention, and this
has been communicated to
the organisers,” Mr Higgins’s spokesman said in reply to a question from The
Irish Times.

Almost 30% of carbon dioxide monitors
for classrooms found to be defective
Cabinet to consider longer opening hours
in bid to revamp night-time economy

Purchasemonitors
In response, the department
said it was “disappointed” at
the news that there would be a
delay with the delivery. In the
meantime, it said schools can
opt to purchase their own monitors to make up for the shortfall and costs incurred can be
recouped. Carbon dioxide
monitors measure the quality
of air in a room and allow staff
can quickly identify where ventilation needs to be improved.
Letting fresh air into indoor
spaces can help remove air
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Early rain and mist will give
way to brighter weather later.
Highest temperatures
17–20 degrees.
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Testingrates
The news comes as the chief
medical officer voices concern
about an increase in testing
rates and confirmed cases in
children aged between five
and 12. Dr Tony Holohan will
tell the Oireachtas health committee today that restrictions
to curtail the spread of Covid-19 cannot be ruled out in future as the incidence of the virus in Ireland was high “with
an uncertain trajectory”.
A report is to be brought to
Cabinet today proposing a
range of measures to revamp
the night-time economy as current restrictions are eased.
The Government is to examine longer opening hours, extending the sale of alcohol to
new venues, and the use of
empty buildings as part of a
range of initiatives for the sector. It recommends that supports should be put in place to
allow cafes and clubs open later for culture and live events
from Monday to Thursday, as
well as ways to develop options for alcohol-free activities.
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FacingthemediaVaradkarandCoveneyatFineGaelthink-in
■ Fine Gael leader and Tánaiste Leo Varadkar and deputy leader and Minister for Foreign Affairs Simon Coveney prepare to speak to the media at the Fine Gael
think-in yesterday in Trim, Co Meath. See page 5. PHOTOGRAPH: DARA MAC DÓNAILL

Fiscal council warns about spending plans
financial shocks. The Government needs to prioritise between tax cuts planned, the
pace of investment expansion
and the speed of increase in current spending, the council said,
suggesting it cannot do all three
In a pre-budget statement, simultaneously.
the budgetary watchdog said
the Government’s recent sum- ‘Publicservices’
mer economic statement, “The Government’s summer
which envisages both higher economic statement sets out a
spending and tax cuts out to policy to expand public servic2025, marked a “major shift in es, ramp up government investpolicy” that could leave the ment and cut taxes all at the
State more vulnerable to future same time,” Ifac chairman Se-

Budgetary watchdog says failure to make
‘hard choices’ could overheat economy
EOIN BURKE-KENNEDY

The Government is adopting a
“risky” budgetary strategy that
“avoids making hard choices”
and may ultimately overheat
the economy, the Irish Fiscal
Advisory Council (Ifac) has
warned.

bastian Barnes said. “This
avoids making hard choices
and leaves the public finances
more vulnerable to growth
shortfalls or higher interest
rates.”
In the summer statement,
the Government altered its original plan to move to a balanced
budget by 2025 in favour of running a sequence of larger budget deficits to allow for increases
in age-related spending and
greater investment in housing
and green infrastructure. The
revised plan will involve

¤18.8 billion in additional borrowing. The council warned,
however, that running “significant budget deficits” during a
period of strong growth and
with high public debt carries
risks.
“Many factors would argue
for a more cautious approach to
budgetary measures in the coming years,” it said.

‘Goodwishes’conveyed
Mr Higgins’s spokesman did
not say why he would not attend.
“The President, through
his office, has already conveyed his good wishes to her
majesty Queen Elizabeth II,”
he said.
“The President has welcomed, and continues to welcome any opportunities to
meet with her majesty and
members of her family.”
Catholic primate Archbishop Eamon Martin will attend, as will Church of Ireland primate Archbishop
John McDowell and other
church leaders. Dr Martin’s
spokesman had no comment
on Mr Higgins but said “the
important thing is that this
service is going ahead”.

Bumper taxes and less
spending on income
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deficit: page 12

Organisers
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Covidtest-kit firmusingIreland
tolawfullyavoid tax,charitysays
PAT LEAHY
Political Editor

Abbott, the international pharmaceutical giant, is using elaborate tax structures in Ireland
and Malta to lawfully avoid hundreds of millions of euro in tax
on profits from Covid test kits,
according to an analysis of its
company structures and published accounts by the charity
Christian Aid.
The company makes use of a
tax structure apparently similar to the “single malt” which
the Irish Government said it
was abolishing two years ago.
The company books profits
from around the world in its
Irish companies before transferring them to Malta where it
can avoid tax by the use of a
complex system of allowances
and intercompany transfers,
Christian Aid says.
In a statement, Abbott said it
complied with “all applicable lo-
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cal and international tax laws
and regulations, including in
Ireland, Malta and developing
countries”.
“Abbott has never used the
single-malt structure that was
eliminated by the Irish and Maltese governments in 2019,” it
said.
However, the examination
by Christian Aid suggests that
the company is using similar
structures involving Maltese
companies.
Rapidtests
In a detailed examination of
company filings and structures,
Christian Aid outlines how Abbott acquired Alere Inc, a company that produces rapid tests
for various diseases, and reorganised its corporate structure,
setting up Irish and Maltese subsidiaries to facilitate the transfer of intellectual properties
rights and global profits between them. The Irish compa-

nies are incorporated here but
are tax-resident in Malta. The
single malt was utilised by multinational companies after the
Irish Government, following
significant international pressure, announced the end of the
“double Irish” in 2014. This was
another scheme by which companies were able to shift profits
through Ireland to avoid paying
tax on them.The Government
said that it was shutting down
the single-malt structure in
2018 through an agreement
with the Maltese government.
Sorley McCaughey, head of
policy at the charity, said the
tax avoided by Abbot “should really be paid in some very poor
countries, already struggling to
deal with the impacts of the pandemic on their overwhelmed
health systems”.
Questions remain over
Abbott tax structures:
page 3
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A Government pledge to ensure all school classrooms are
equipped with carbon dioxide
monitors by mid-September
has been dealt a blow after
faults were identified in almost 30 per cent of devices.
The full delivery of about
35,000 carbon dioxide monitors to all State primary and
secondary schools was due to
have been completed by early
next week.
However, Lennox Laboratories – which manages logistics
for the supply and distribution
of monitors to schools – has
alerted the Department of Education to a fault with a final
batch of 10,000 devices.
In a statement, Lennox said
faulty LCD displays in the
units were identified when
they were checked following
assembly in a UK production
facility. The defective monitors have not been distributed
to schools and there are no similar concerns with any of the
25,000 devices that have already been distributed to
schools, it said.
Lennox said it was working
with the manufacturer to confirm how quickly a replacement batch of monitors can be
provided to schools. However,
given global demand for the
devices, this is expected to be
during October.
“Lennox is fully aware of
the impact this will have on
schools and is working with
the Department of Education
and the manufacturer to rectify the situation as fast as possible,” it said.

that contains virus particles
and is important in preventing
the spread of Covid-19. Latest
figures indicate that about
25,000 carbon dioxide monitors will be in schools by the
end of this week.
About 96 per cent of primary schools will have received
their full allocation of monitors, while secondary schools
will have received a partial delivery, according to Lennox. It
says it was on target to have
the full cohort of 35,000 monitors delivered to schools by
the beginning of next week,
prior to issues with the final
batch being identified.
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Government to examine longer opening
hours and sale of alcohol in new venues
Plan to revamp the night-time economy
also includes the use of empty buildings
Reform of licensing laws and supports for
the sector to be brought to Cabinet
JACK HORGAN-JONES
Political Reporter

The Government is to examine
longer opening hours, extending the sale of alcohol to new
venues, and the use of empty
buildings as part of a plan to revamp the night-time economy.
A report from the night-time
economy taskforce, to be
brought to Cabinet today, rec-

ommends major reform of the
licensing laws, as well as a
range of supports and initiatives for the sector.
Minister for Culture Catherine Martin will present the report to the Government as part
of an effort to shake-up the sector and broaden the range of
night-time activities across society. It covers 36 proposals, including bringing more venues

into late-night use by linking
them with artists and promoters to provide new areas for performance, and extending opening hours in cultural institutions.
It recommends that supports
should be put in place to allow
cafes and clubs open later for
culture and live events from
Monday to Thursday, as well as
ways to develop options for alcohol-free activities.
The report recommends that
a pilot to establish night-time
economy advisors – previously
known as night mayors – and
committees to support them in
six cities and towns across the
country should be undertaken.
Meanwhile, planning codes
and other regulations should be

examined to enable buildings,
including empty units, be used
for night-time economy activities in what is termed “meanwhile use”.
Safeguards should also be
put in place to protect women
and other vulnerable people
working in the sector, the report finds, while the report also
says the night-club sector and
electronic music should be recognised as an integral part of
that economy.
AlcoholBill
In a related move, Minister of
State Hildegarde Naughton
will seek cabinet approval to
proceed with drafting the Sale
of Alcohol Bill 2021, which was
initiated by Helen McEntee ear-

lier this year. As part of the
drafting, consideration is to be
given to the sale of alcohol in
non-traditional venues such as
art galleries or museums, as
well as staggered or extended
opening hours for licenced
premises.
The licensing law change
was originally flagged earlier
this year as part of Ms McEntee’s Justice Plan 2021, before
she temporarily relinquished
the justice portfolio to go on maternity leave. Some Irish licensing laws date to the 19th century, with the objective of the new
Sale of Alcohol bill to repeal the
Licensing Acts and Registration of Clubs Acts in their entirety and to replace them with updated provisions.

The Public Dance Hall Act
1935 is also set to be repealed as
part of a Coalition push to support the culture, hospitality and
nightclub sectors.
The night-time economy
taskforce was established in
July last year, following on
from commitments to address
the needs of the sector in the
programme for government. It
was tasked with examining regulations, licensing laws, transport and other issues and identifying solutions for the sector.
Many businesses in the area
have been further challenged
due to their closure to help control the spread of Covid, with
plans to reopen venues in the
weeks ahead signed off last
month by the Government.

Organisers
disappointed
at Higgins
decision
ARTHUR BEESLEY
Current Affairs Editor

President Michael D Higgins
has declined an invitation to
attend a church service with
Queen Elizabeth marking
Northern Ireland’s centenary and the partition of the
island.
With preparations at a sensitive point, his decision has
disappointed organisers.
They hoped that both political traditions in Ireland
would be represented at a
very high level.
The service in the coming
weeks in Armagh is being organised by the leaders of the
main Christian churches.
“The President is not in a
position to attend the ceremony you mention, and this
has been communicated to
the organisers,” Mr Higgins’s spokesman said in reply to a question from The
Irish Times.
Catholic primate Archbishop Eamon Martin will attend, as will Church of Ireland primate Archbishop
John McDowell and other
church leaders.
Dr Martin’s spokesman
had no comment on Mr Higgins but said: “The important
thing is that this service is going ahead. It’s an initiative of
the main Christian denominations on this island, and is
underpinned by prayer,
peace and reconciliation.”
In a December interview
with the Irish Catholic, Dr
Martin criticised politicians
for refusing to engage with
events marking the creation
of Northern Ireland.
“I would like to see the
2021 centenary as an opportunity for greater mutual understanding,” the archbishop said then. “I am somewhat
disappointed that many of
our nationalist and republican political leaders have dismissed the centenary of 2021
altogether, because for me I
think it’s really important to
seize it as a moment to reflect
on where we’ve come from.”
The Church of Ireland declined to comment. The Government also declined to
comment. Asked if a Government representative would
attend, a source said any invitation would be considered.

President says EU states must ensure
developing world also benefits from vaccines
HARRY McGEE
Political Correspondent
in Rome

The European Union’s determination to roll out vaccine programmes in all member states
must be matched by a commitment to ensure the developing
world also benefits from Covid-19 vaccines, President Michael D Higgins has said.
The President arrived in
Rome yesterday for a four-day

Decision on Americas
Cup unlikely this week
PAT LEAHY

The Government is unlikely to
reach a decision this week on
supporting a bid to hold the
2024 Americas Cup in Cork,
according to people briefed
on discussions about the project.
The issue is not scheduled
for discussion at Cabinet today, while a decision on a “preferred bidder” by the race organisers is expected at the end
of this week.
The bid has been championed by Minister for Foreign
Affairs Simon Coveney,
though sources close to him
said he was content to leave
the evaluation of the case for
hosting the race with the Department of Sport and the Department of Public Expenditure.
Officials from both departments are understood to be
carrying out a detailed assessment of a report by consultants EY, which made a strong
economic case for the Government to back the event, which
it said could cost up to
¤150 million but could see benefits of ¤400 million to
¤500 million.

There is considerable scepticism about these projections
in Government, however. A
spokesman for Minister for
Sport Catherine Martin declined to say whether the department had sought funds
for the event in its submission
for the revised National Development Plan.
Mr Coveney said yesterday
that the Government was not
“just yet” in a position to make
an announcement on the prospect of Cork hosting the 2024
America’s Cup.
The Minister has argued
that the prestigious yacht race
is third only to the Olympics
and soccer World Cup in
terms of scale for host countries.
However, others in the
Coalition remain unconvinced as concern builds
about the cost of underwriting
the race.
Publicfinances
Some officials believe that
the State could yet face costs
exceeding ¤200 million to run
the Americas Cup, a big burden at a time of post-pandemic
constraints on the public finances.

visit to the Italian capital and to
the Vatican, which will culminate with a meeting with Pope
Francis on Friday.
It is the first time the President and his wife, Sabina Higgins, have travelled outside of
Ireland since the pandemic first
struck the country in March
2020.
Yesterday evening the President and Mrs Higgins met representatives of the Irish community at Villa Spada, the Irish Em-

bassy to Italy and also to the
Holy See.
In an address Mr Higgins
highlighted the needs of the developing world in the face of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
“I spoke of the success of the
European Union and its member states in rolling out vaccination for its citizens. This is a
source of encouragement to us
all. But this success must also
be accompanied by a genuine
commitment to ensuring effec-

tive vaccination programmes
in the developing world if our
exit from the pandemic is to be
a long-term one.”
He added: “Time is running
out to save lives” in Africa.
He also noted that Pope Francis’s “deep reflections on issues
such as development and climate change have been such an
inspiration to us all”.
The President was invited to
Italy by president Sergio Mattarella.

Coveney denies ‘arrogance’ in
handling of Zappone appointment
JACK HORGAN-JONES

Minister for Foreign Affairs Simon Coveney has said he did
not act arrogantly in handling
the “fiasco” of the Katherine
Zappone appointment ahead of
a motion of no confidence in
him in the Dáil today.
Mr Coveney said he was “embarrassed” by it, but stuck by
the appointment of the former
minister to a UN special envoy
role in principle, while apologising for how it was handled.
“This has been a fiasco since
the issue was brought to Cabinet and approved by Cabinet,”
he admitted, but returned to his
defence of his motivation for
the appointment, which he said
was “appropriate”.
Mr Coveney said he had seen
no problem or controversy with
the appointment until it
emerged from Cabinet.
“This was using a process
that many other countries are
using to good effect and putting
somebody who I felt was qualified for the job into that role. It
was no more or less complicated than that.”
He said his failure to identify
this as an issue did not mean he
was arrogant.

“There’s no arrogance whatsoever about an effort by me as
the Minister for Foreign Affairs
to try to put a special envoy in
place to advocate for freedom
of expression and LGBTQ
rights internationally.”
He also said he had not
breached the Freedom of Information (FoI) law when deleting
texts from his phone.
“When a conversation concludes, and information isn’t
needed to be held on to on my
phone, I clear unnecessary information, lots of others do that
as well. But I certainly did not
break any FoI rules.”
Blame
He blamed himself for the hHe
denied the Fine Gael leadership was out of touch, and reiterated his earlier defence that Ms
Zappone had misunderstood
conversations with him if she
believed she had been offered
the job as far back as this
March.
He said he “expects” to get
support across Government
when the confidence vote is taken, and that he has “reached
out to people to give them reassurance in that regard”.
Mr Coveney was speaking af-

ter a Fine Gael party think-in
concluded in Co Meath.
Sinn Féin leader Mary Lou
McDonald defended her party’s
decision to put the matter to a
vote of no confidence, hitting
out at “crony politics” which
she claimed has been a feature
of Fine Gael and Fianna Fáil
governments for generations.
She said Sinn Féin was left
with no option but to table the
no-confidence motion as “the
Taoiseach failed to do his job in
failing to sanction his Minister”. However, speaking at a
pre-Dáil Sinn Féin think-in, she
did not rule out going into coalition with either party in the future, while emphasising that
the best outcome of an election
was a government without either party returning to power.
Labour leader Alan Kelly
said there were “bigger issues”
facing the Dáil than a vote of
confidence in Mr Coveney, and
he did not believe it was a priority. However, he confirmed his
party would vote in favour of
the Sinn Féin’s motion, citing a
general lack of confidence in
the Government.
Editorial comment:
page 11

SF would target
PRSI and
‘gold-plated’
pensions
McDonald says retirement at 65 ‘mark
of a progressive and a civilised society’
CORMAC McQUINN
Political Correspondent

Sinn Féin would raise employers’ PRSI and seek to allow
less tax relief for “gold-plated”
pensions to fund its plan to
bring the qualification age for
the State pension back to 65.
The party’s finance spokesman, Pearse Doherty, gave details of Sinn Féin’s proposals
as debate on reforming Ireland’s State pension regime
continued. A commission set
up to examine the system has
recommended that the qualification age would not begin to
increase to 66 until 2028.
Competing political promises over when someone should
qualify for the State pension
was a key battleground in last
year’s general election with
Sinn Féin under cutting other
parties by saying it would return the age to 65.
The Coalition deferred the
planned rise of the pension
age to 67 – which was due to
happen this year – while the
Pensions Commission considered the issue.
Sinn Féin leader Mary Lou
McDonald said yesterday that
the commission’s report
should be published. She said
that Sinn Féin setting the age
at 65 was “the mark of a progressive and a civilised society
and economy” and put the
cost of this at ¤127 million.
She told RTÉ’s Morning Ireland that Sinn Féin would increase employers’ PRSI by
four percentage points over
the course of a number of
budgets to help fund her party’s proposal.
Salaryceiling
Ms McDonald said Sinn Féin
was not suggesting that PRSI
should be increased for the
self-employed and Mr Doherty later confirmed to The
Irish Times that it was not proposing to increase the tax for
other workers.
She said Sinn Féin wanted
to set a salary ceiling for tax relief that would apply to a private pension but she could not
offer the figure it would be set
at during the interview. Later,
at a Sinn Féin press conference, Ms McDonald said that
Sinn Féin wanted to see the salary ceiling for tax relief lowered to ¤60,000.

The maximum amount of
earnings taken into account
for calculating tax relief currently stands at ¤115,000. She
said Mr Doherty would offer
detail on the party’s proposals
to increase employers’ PRSI.
He later said that, under
Sinn Féin’s plan, employers’
PRSI would be increased on
the portion of income above
¤100,000 to a rate of 15.75 per
cent over a number of budgets. The rate would stay at
11.05 per cent for the first
¤100,000. He said the higher
rate would still be lower than
the average euro-area rate for
employers’ PRSI.
Mr Doherty said that even a
2 per cent increase in the employers’ PRSI rate on the portion of income above
¤100,000 would bring in ¤118
million.

67

Age to which the Coalition
had planned to increase the
pension
He said this figure was similar to the ¤127 million annual
cost for returning the State
pension age to 65 – an estimate he said was provided by a
Government department.
Varadkarcomments
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar
claimed yesterday that Sinn
Féin’s proposal to increase employers’ PRSI would be a “business-harming, job-killing” tax
increase.
In response, Mr Doherty
claimed that Fine Gael wanted
to cut the tax base by ¤500 million, saying this was “shortsighted” and suggested investments in hospital beds and
building homes was “a far better use of taxpayers’ money”.
The Irish Fiscal Advisory
Council has estimated the annual cost of delaying an increase in the pensions age to
be ¤575 million. Mr Doherty
said that was a “gross figure”
and a separate government estimate put it at ¤453 million.
However, he said either
way the cost of the pension age
staying at 66 had been factored into the budgetary arithmetic under the summer economic statement until 2025.

■ President Michael D Higgins

and his wife Sabina Higgins
visiting the Terme di
Diocleziano in Rome
yesterday.
PHOTOGRAPH: MAXWELLS

Today, the Arraiolos group
of 13 EU presidents who have a
non-executive role in their
member states will meet to discuss issues of European and international significance.

■ Sinn Féin’s Mary Lou McDonald: would raise employers’
PRSI by four percentage points. PHOTOGRAPH: GARETH CHANEY

Greens plan to amend
cycle lane legislation
MARIE O’HALLORAN

Minister for Transport Eamon Ryan will amend legislation to give “better legal certainty” to local authorities on
the provision of cycle lanes
and greenways following the
Sandymount Strand Road controversy.
The Green Party leader said
the High Court judgment
about the cycle lane on Strand
Road on the south Dublin
coast “has the potential to
have a real chilling effect in
terms of what we do to deliver
safe transport infrastructure”.
Speaking on the second day
of the Green Party think-in at
Airfield Estate in Dundrum,
Dublin, Mr Ryan said Galway
councillors deferred a vote on
whether to put a greenway
into Salthill, while Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Council deferred a vote on a cycle plan for Deansgrange.
Mr Ryan said the changes
were not aimed specifically at
the Strand Road controversy
but to address the issues identified by the High Court, which
ruled the cycleway must go
through the planning process.

“We are looking at legislative amendments that will try
and create better legal certainty, better public consultation,
the use of experimental measures so we can test, try and
adapt” to make the necessary
road and traffic management
changes “to make our cities
and towns work better”.
‘Givepowerback’
Mr Ryan said he wanted
“more than anything” to “give
power back to the councils, to
really put it up to the councils
that they too have a central
role in tackling climate
change”.
Meanwhile, the Labour Party has proposed the return of
town councils and a town planner for every town in the State
as part of a post-pandemic
plan to revitalise local communities.
Revealing the proposals at
the party’s think-in in Athy, Co
Kildare, enterprise spokesman Aodhán Ó Riordáin said:
“Too much power is concentrated in central Government,
and not enough with local
councils to be the engine of
economic and social development in Ireland.”
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Large bonus payments for Siteserv
directors on eve of sale ‘too high’

The contentious sale of Siteserv to businessman Denis
O’Brien during the financial
crisis was based on “misleading and incomplete information” that the building services company provided to the
former Anglo Irish Bank, a
High Court judge has found.
Mr Justice Brian Cregan circulated a confidential draft final report to witnesses yesterday after seven years of investigation, in which he criticised a
process “below the surface”
where certain events occurred
during the sale without the
bank’s knowledge.
He is strongly critical of the
terms on which Siteserv was
sold and finds the transaction
was “not concluded in a manner that was reasonable from
the perspective of the bank”,

‘‘

There
was an
above-the-surface
process and one
below the surface

then known as Irish Bank Resolution Corporation (IBRC).
The judge also cited large
bonus payments to Siteserv directors on the eve of the sale,
saying they received more
than corporate finance advisers KPMG and Davy. He also
says a ¤5 million payment to
Siteserv shareholders as part
of the deal “was too high”.
The judge is understood to
have told witnesses to come
back with any observations or
responses to his draft conclusions within two months. It remains unclear whether any
witnesses will seek to challenge his latest draft report by
taking judicial review proceedings in the High Court.
Although the findings are
still subject to change, the
judge has reiterated the conclusion set out in a previous
draft report last year that the
deal was not commercially
sound. There was no comment last night from the commission of inquiry on the draft
final report, which runs to sev-
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eral hundred pages. Mr
O’Brien’s representative declined to comment on the
draft, and Siteserv could not
immediately be reached.
Siteserv, heavily indebted
to the IBRC, was sold to Millington, owned by Mr O’Brien,
for ¤45 million in 2012, with
IBRC writing off ¤119 million
of the ¤150 million it was
owed by the company.
‘Approvethesale’
“The commission has determined that it can be concluded
that the bank made its decision to approve the sale of the
Siteserv group to Mr O’Brien
in good faith, but based on misleading and incomplete information provided to it by the
company,” the judge said.
“The commission finds that
it can be concluded that the Siteserv transaction was not
commercially sound in respect of the manner in which
was it was conducted, the decisions made and the outcomes
achieved.”
Bonuses cost the company
¤802,200, the judge said, noting KPMG received ¤450,000
and Davy ¤275,000.
“In the context of Siteserv
these were bonuses on a lavish
scale and entirely unacceptable for a company that was
costing the taxpayer almost
¤118 million in loan write-offs
and losses,” he said.
“The commission has determined that the concealment of
information about the bonus
plan and the payment of these
bonuses was tainted by impropriety. The commission has determined that that it can be
concluded that they affected
the commercial soundness of
the Siteserv transaction.”
Describing what he found
to be “two parallel processes”
during the sale, the judge said
there was an above-the-surface process and one below
the surface. “This ‘below the
surface’ process meant that
steps were taken and decisions made – described in this
report – in the course of the Sitserv sale process in a manner
which was manifestly improper and which undermined the
integrity of the Siteserv sale
process.”
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warns UK
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Taking unilateral action would destabilise
Belfast Agreement, Martin tells Johnson
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■ A Palestinian honour guard carry the coffin of veteran Al-Jazeera journalist Shireen Abu Akleh following her state funeral in
Ramallah yesterday. At least 5,000 people lined the streets for the funeral of the journalist, who was shot dead while covering an
Israeli raid in the West Bank. PHOTOGRAPH: ABBAS MOMANI/AFP

Government to legally clarify
NMH clinical procedures
rigan. A senior Government
source said they believed adding a codicil or addendum to leThe Government is to move to gal documents related to the
clarify a contentious phrase in move from Holles Street to a
legal documents surrounding site at St Vincent’s Hospital was
the relocation of the new Na- now “doable”.
tional Maternity Hospital.
Senior sources last night con- Existingagreement
firmed that work was under Another source said this would
way on a legal codicil which not involve opening up the existwould clarify the statement ing agreement or changing the
that procedures will be availa- current legal documents that
ble in the hospital where “clini- have been published. It would,
cally appropriate and legally instead, likely involve attaching
a codicil which would provide a
permissible”.
A number of Coalition TDs “non-exhaustive list” of what
yesterday called for the phrase procedures will be available at
to be clarified amid concerns the new hospital, including terthat it creates ambiguity minations, for example.
Fine Gael TD Jennifer Cararound who decides what may
or not be clinically appropriate roll MacNeill, a barrister and
former solicitor, is understood
in the hospital.
These included Fine Gael to be involved in efforts to forTDs Neale Richmond, Richard mulate the new document.
Bruton and Emer Higgins and Opposition politicians have deGreen Party TD Neasa Hou- scribed the “clinically appropri-

ate” phrase as a key stumbling
block to approving the move.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin and
Tánaiste Leo Varadkar indicated yesterday that the Cabinet
would proceed with plans to approve a memo on the relocation
when it meets on Tuesday.
The row is likely to continue,
however, as Sinn Féin intends
to bring forward a Dáil motion
calling on the Government to
ensure the hospital is built on
land owned by the State.
The Government had hoped
to allay concerns about the
move which centred on governance, ownership and ethos given the new hospital is to be built
on land which will be leased to
the State for 299 years by a new
company, St Vincent’s Holdings.
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NMH master ‘alarmed’
at nature of site debate:
page 5

The Taoiseach has warned the
British government that taking unilateral action on the
Northern Ireland protocol
would destabilise the Belfast
Agreement, as a war of words
between the EU and London
over the issue intensified.
In unusually blunt language, which officials said was
in response to British threats
to scrap parts of the post-Brexit arrangement, Micheál Martin said “unilateralism flies in
the face” of the approach that
delivered the peace process,
which involved “both governments working hand in glove
and together”.
Mr Martin told an Oireachtas committee that some of
what London was saying
about the protocol was “not
true”. He wrote to British
prime minister Boris Johnson
last night and is to discuss the
growing crisis with European
Commission president Ursula
von der Leyen and chief Brexit
negotiator Maros Sefcovic in
the coming days.
Mr Johnson last night said
the protocol, agreed by the EU
and UK to avoid a hard border
on the island of Ireland after
Brexit, has become a “real
problem” and must be “fixed”
to ensure powersharing can
be restored at Stormont. He
said the institutions set up un-

der the Belfast Agreement
“aren’t functioning” and that
political governance in Northern Ireland has “collapsed”.
“The people of Northern Ireland need leadership . . . And
the reason they don’t have
that is because there’s one
community in Northern Ireland that won’t accept the way
the protocol works at present
– we’ve got to fix that,” he said.
SitatStormont
Assembly members are to sit
at Stormont today for the first
time since last week’s election.
However, there is uncertainty
over whether the parliament
will be able to function as the
DUP has left it until this morning to decide if they will elect
an Assembly speaker.
Meanwhile, a delegation of
influential US congressional
representatives will fly to London within days amid growing
concern in the White House
about spiralling tensions over
the Northern Ireland protocol, the Guardian newspaper
said last night.
The delegation will be headed by the influential chairman
of the ways and means committee, Richie Neal, which has significant power over future
trade deals.
Trade war fears: page
6; Protocol row could
cause serious
problems: Stephen
Collins, page 10

